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Problem 1:                                                                                                           [10 marks] 
  
Consider the problem of evaluation polynomial   01
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at a given real number c where ℜ∈− 011 ,,...,, aaaa nn . 
 
a)  Write (in pseudocode) a brute-force algorithm to evaluate the polynomial at x = c. 
where the input is the array of coefficients ),...,,( 10 naaaA =  and c . 
b) find the total number of multiplication and addition and find the efficiency of this 
algorithm. 
 c)  There is more efficient algorithm (in term of number of multiplication and addition) 
for evaluation polynomial than the usual method, it is called Horner’s method. 
 
// Input is array of real numbers and a real number c. 
// output is P(c) 
y←a[n]; 
for(i←1 to n ) 
    y←y*c+a[n-i]; 
return y; 
find the total number of multiplication and addition for this method. 
 
d) Apply the algorithm in part a) and c) to evaluate the polynomial  at 
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Problem 2:                                                                                                             [3 marks] 
 
Apply the insertion sort to sort “brute” in ascending order. 
 
Problem 3:                                                                                                             [3 marks] 
 
Apply the selection sort to sort “force” in descending order. 
 
Problem 4:                                                                                                           [12 marks] 
 
a) Write (in pseudocode) brute-force algorithm to find the minimum element of an array 
of integers using loops only.   



b) use the algorithm in part a) to design a brute force algorithm for finding the second 
minimum element in the array, Don’t modify the algorithm of part a) . 
c) Convert your algorithm in part a) by using recursive algorithm instead of loops and 
without using any global variables to store the maximum element.           
d) Find the efficiency of your algorithm in part a ,b and c . 
e) if you were asked to choose an algorithm to solve the problem of finding the minimum 
element in the array, which algorithm of part a) or part c) you will choose? why ? 
 
Problem 5:                                                                                                           [15 marks] 
  
Consider the problem of testing whether a given positive integer n  is prime or not. 
 
a) Write (in pseudocode) brute-force algorithm to test whether  is prime or not. n
b) Improve the algorithm in part a) to get more efficiency class for it. 
    ( Hint : Look for the divisor of n  that is just less than or equal n  and greater than 1 
      if you don’t get any divisor for n ,then  is a prime integer.) n
c) The converse of a very famous theorem in number theory “Wilson’s theorem” state      
that: 
 if  divides  ,then  is a prime. n 1)!1( +−n n
 
design a brute-force algorithm to test whether  is a prime or not using the converse of 
Wilson’s theorem. 

n

 
d) apply the algorithm in part a),b) and c) to test if 13=n  is prime or not. 
e) find the efficiency class of your algorithm in part a,b and c in the best and worst case. 
f) which of the algorithm in part a) and c) is better ? why ? 
 
Problem 6:                                                                                                             [7 marks] 
 
Consider the following algorithm : 
 // Input : an integer  x
    for (  to n ) 1←i
    {  if ( >5) ,then ; x 1+← AA
        if( =5),then  x
         {    for (  to ) 1←j n
                   ; 1+← AA
         } 
    } 
a) Find the total number of addition in the worst case ? 
b) Find the total number of addition in the best case ? 
c) Find the total number of addition in the average case ,where the probability of being  
greater than 5 is 60%, =5 is 30 % and 10% for <5. 
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d) Find the number of addition in all the three cases when n =100. 
 
 


